
Are you ready to rewire your 
brain with joy and thrive?

Immanuel healing 

Christian community

Th e Restarting DVD and workbook contain:
12 Restarting video lessons
Video of live inner-healing sessions
Teaching notes to accompany the DVD lessons
Step-by-step instructions for 36 joy-building and brain 
training exercises.
Detailed facilitator notes for each exercise
Extensive outlines, notes and guides for facilitators
Lesson worksheets
Questions for 12 discussion group meetings
Questions for 12 Twelve Step group meetings

You and your recovery can be empowered by joy. 
Your life can be Th riving!

Join the Restarting revolution of hope!
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Restarting is a revolutionary, solution-based approach 
for building joy, receiving inner healing and developing 
life-giving relationships.  Advancing beyond traditional 
treatment, current support group methods and secular 
or spiritual approaches to recovery, Restarting off ers hope 
for those who have tried other approaches and still feel 
hurt, empty, alone and ashamed of their struggles and be-
haviors.

Addictions and Trauma Many of 
us who have wrestled with the pain of damaged rela-
tionships, trauma, abuse or addictions have entered a 
wasteland of despair.  In spite of our best intentions 
and eff orts, we found ourselves powerless to over-
come – or relieve – the devastating pain and spiritual 
dryness that made our lives unmanageable.  Others of 
us entered recovery but still felt like something was 
missing.  We experienced welcomed relief but still 
lacked the joy that makes life worth living.

Joyful relationships with God and others help our brain 
heal – and thrive.  In Restarting, you will learn simple 
joy and relationship building skills that will improve 
your relationships, and help teach your brain to regu-
late emotions, pleasure and pain more eff ectively.  Th ese 
joyful relationships with God and others can help you 
lay a new foundation for change that can overcome the 
devastation of trauma, painful relationships, abuse and 
addictions.

Restarting is the fi rst of four Th riving: Recover Your 
Life modules. It can help you harness the power of joy 
to jump start – or begin for the very fi rst time – your 
recovery from painful attachments, weakened relation-
ships, spiritual dryness, trauma, abuse or addictions.

Brain retraining
you will learn:

Train Your Brain for Change

Th e Two Skills Your Brain 
Can’t Live Without

Calming Painful Emotions

Strategies Th at Keep You Stuck

Healthy Relationships

Painful Relationships

Toxic Relationships

Trauma, Hope and Recovery

Leaving Codependency Behind

Attachments Th at Kill

Recovering My Lost Identity

Blueprint for a New You!Blueprint for a New You!

Restarting

Do you wish you  had a more effective  recovery program?



Recovery

Restarting

National and International

Thriving  Thriving  Thriving - Recover Your Life
www.thrivingrecovery.org

Th e Life Model
www.lifemodel.org

P.O. Box 2376
East Peoria, IL 61611

(309) 699-0171

Join the 
Revolution 

of Hope

12 Weeks
New hope for:

painful attachments
weakened relationships
spiritual dryness
trauma
abuse
addictions

www.lifemodel.org
www.thrivingrecovery.org

 Brain Skills
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Restarting is a revolutionary solution-based Restarting is a revolutionary solution-based Restarting
approach for building joy, receiving inner healing, 
and developing life-giving relationships. Rewire 
your brain through joyful, secure relationships 
with God and others. Build joy! 

Isn’t it time you recovered your life? 

Thriving - Thriving - Thriving Recover Your Life

Local group location, contact information and times 

Restarting

Restarting

Restarting addresses the root cause of addiction, trauma 
and relationship failure. Trauma aff ects the control center 
of the brain much like addictions.

Restarting goes beyond traditional treatment, support 
group methods, secular or spiritual approaches to recovery. 

Restarting integrates people in recovery with Christian 
community.

Ed and Maritza Khouri
Restarting Facilitator Training 

Th rivingRecovery.org
EdKhouri@msn.com

828-459-4470

a bold, Christian approach to neuro-
science. 
the fi rst module of Th riving: Recover 
Your Life.
just what you are looking for to revi-
talize your life, church and recovery 
ministry.
a solution-based approach for: 

building joy
receiving healing
developing life-giving relationships 

based on the Life Model. 
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Restarting 
is:


